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Abstract

Turbulent plasma flows in arc heaters such as JAXA 750 kW, NASA 20 MW, and Kyushu University 20 kW facilities were investigated, and the distributions of the flow-field properties were successfully obtained. The arc discharge in the constrictor section and the expansion processes in the nozzle section play key roles in the formation of an arc-heated flow. Hence, for accurately predicting high-enthalpy flow properties, it is important to model correctly the complex phenomena observed in various-scale facilities. For this purpose, an integrated analysis model to simulate various-scale arc-heated flows with high accuracy was developed. The turbulent flow field was described using the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with a multitemperature model, which was tightly coupled with electric-field and radiation-field calculations. A sophisticated and low-cost radiation model and a low-Reynolds number two-equation turbulence model were introduced into the flow-field simulation. To validate the present integrated analysis model, the computed results were compared with the corresponding experimental data for the mass-averaged enthalpy, translational and rotational temperatures, and number density of nitrogen obtained through spectroscopic and laser-induced fluorescence techniques. Moreover, the mechanisms of energy input by discharge and energy loss are discussed with the distributions of the electronic excitation temperature and heat flux on the constrictor wall derived from the arc column. Although the results indicate that a relatively detailed discharge model is required to describe the arc discharge with relatively high accuracy, the present flow-field model was generally in good agreement with various operating conditions of the facilities.

Nomenclature

\[ \begin{align*}
D &= \text{effective diffusion coefficient, m}^2/\text{sec} \\
e &= \text{electric charge, C} \\
E &= \text{Electric field vector, V/m} \\
F &= \text{vector of numerical flux}
\end{align*} \]
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1 Introduction

An arc-heated wind tunnel is widely used for ground-based experiments of planetary entry environments. Its applications include performance tests of thermal protection systems. To perform such experiments with high accuracy, it is essential to understand the physical properties of the free jets exhausted from the nozzle. However, the flow field in an arc heater is complicated because of the complex phenomena associated with the heating process caused by the discharge in the constrictor as well as by the strong thermochemical nonequilibrium in the nozzle. Consequently, it is difficult to measure simultaneously all the properties of the free jets. Recently, because of the development of high-performance computers, numerical simulation has become a powerful tool for investigating the details of complex flow fields.

Several studies have investigated arc-heated flow properties such as enthalpy, temperature, velocity, and species concentration with numerical analysis methods [1–8]. To achieve
accurate predictions with such simulations, it is critical to construct a detailed model of the heating process in the constrictor and the expansion phenomena in the nozzle section. For the heating process, it is preferable to simulate the flow field coupled with the electric-field calculation because the arc discharge strongly affects the formation of the arc-heated flow field. Moreover, because the expansion flow in the nozzle is excited rotationally and vibrationally, it is desirable to separate these temperatures from the translational temperature. It has been clarified in [2,9] that the arc-heated flows in the Kyushu University wind tunnel (KUWT), which is a constrictor-type 20 kW arc heater, are in strong thermochemical nonequilibrium. In relatively large arc-heating facilities, e.g., the JAXA 750 kW segmented-type arc heater (JXWT) [10] and the NASA 20 MW aerodynamic heating facility (AHF) [11], both turbulence and radiation are more important for heat transfer from the high-temperature gas (i.e., arc column) to the surrounding cold gas. Hence, it is important to model the radiation and turbulent heat transports in detail. However, thus far, few computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes have been developed to simulate these arc-heated flows with an integrated analysis model. To increase the reliability of a physical model introduced into a CFD code, it is desirable for the model to be applicable to various types of arc heaters, including the constrictor-type (KUWT) and segmented-type (JXWT and AHF) facilities.

In our previous works [12,13], in which we constructed an integrated model of the plasma flows in various arc-heated wind tunnels, we coupled a sophisticated radiation-model equation with the flow-field and electric-field equations. Further, a low-Reynolds-number two-equation turbulence model ($k$-$\varepsilon$ model) was introduced into the simulation code for representing the turbulent phenomena. For expressing the thermal nonequilibrium in more detail, the present flow field is described by the Navier-Stokes equations with a multitemperature model. However, validation of the model is insufficient, although several comparisons with experimental data have been attempted.

Thus far, the Pitot pressure, heat flux, and mass-averaged enthalpy of the arc-heated flows have been measured though the efforts of many research groups. These experimental data have played major roles in validating CFD models, although they are inadequate for investigating discharge in the heating section and nonequilibrium in the expansion section. Recently, for the free jet in the vacuum chamber, spectroscopic analysis of the molecular band emission [14] and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) [15–17] has been conducted for various arc-heated wind tunnels. Moreover, for the constrictor, the emission spectra of the arc column and the heat flux have been measured [18,19]. These efforts have revealed the distributions of translational temperature, flow velocity, and number density. In the present study, the objective is to validate the present integration analysis model to accurately predict the flow-field properties in various types of arc heaters and to clarify the information required to construct the next-generation flow simulation model with the newly measured data.

2 Formulation

2.1 Governing Equations

The physical models used here are basically the same as those used in our previous research on arc-heated flows [12,13]. In this section, the present governing equations and models are briefly described.

In this study, the following assumptions are employed. I) The flow is turbulent, steady, continuous, and axisymmetric. II) The test gas is nitrogen or air. III) The flow field is in
thermochemical nonequilibrium, and the temperature is separated into translational \((T_{tr})\), rotational \((T_{rot})\), vibrational \((T_{vib})\), and electron \((T_e)\) temperatures. Note that the electronic-excitation energy mode and the electron energy are assumed to be equilibrated (i.e., the electronic excitation temperature \(T_{ex}\) is equal to \(T_e\)). IV) The Lorentz force, Hall current, and ion slip can be neglected because the arc current is too small to induce an effective magnetic field. V) Radiation is considered.

The flow field is described using the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with a multitemperature model and an equation of state. The RANS equations comprise the conservations of total mass, momentum, total energy, species mass, rotation energy, vibration energy, and electron energy, and two transport equations of turbulent energy and its dissipation rate. The equation system can be written in a vector form as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{Q}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}_v}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}_{rad}}{\partial x_j} + \mathbf{W}.
\]

(1)

The conservative vector is expressed as \(\mathbf{Q} = [\rho, \rho u_i, E, \rho_s, T_{rot}, T_{vib}, E_e, \rho k, \rho \varepsilon]\). Further, \(\mathbf{F}, \mathbf{F}_v\), and \(\mathbf{F}_{rad}\) represent the vectors of the inviscid, viscous, and radiation terms, respectively. Finally, \(\mathbf{W}\) denotes the vector of the source term. The equation of state can be expressed as

\[
p = \sum_{s \neq e}^{ns-1} \rho_s R_s T_{tr} + \rho_e R_e T_e = \sum_{s \neq e}^{ns-1} \rho_s R_s T_{tr} + p_e.
\]

(2)

The governing equations are transformed into the generalized coordinate system and solved using a finite-volume approach. All the flow properties are set at the center of a control volume.

The transport properties such as viscosity, thermal conductivity, and binary diffusion coefficients for a mixture gas are evaluated using Yos’ formula, which is based on the first Chapman-Enskog approximation. The reaction rate coefficients are obtained using the Chapman-Enskog approximation. However, for e-N and e-O pairs, collision cross section models by Fertig et al. [21, 22] are used. The diffusion coefficients are expressed using the formula developed by Curtiss and Hirschfelder [23]. Anambipolar diffusion is assumed for the charged species as \(D_a = (1 + T_e/T_{tr}) D_s\), where \(D_s\) represents the effective diffusion coefficient of the ion species.

For chemical reactions in high-temperature air, the test gas is assumed to consist of 11 chemical species (\(N_2, O_2, NO, N_2^+, O_2^+, NO^+, N, O, N^+, O^+,\) and \(e^-\)), and 49 reactions are assumed to occur. The chemical reaction rate is determined using an Arrhenius-type form. The reaction rate coefficients are obtained from work by Park [24]. Moreover, the backward reaction rate is evaluated using the corresponding equilibrium constant. The equilibrium constants, being functions of only temperature, are calculated using the curve-fit formula in Ref. [25].

We consider the energy transfer between the following internal energy modes: translation-rotation (T-R) [26], translation-vibration (T-V) [27, 28], translation-electron (T-e) [29–31], rotation-vibration (R-V) [26], rotation-electron (R-e) [32, 33], and vibration-electron (V-e) [34]. The energy losses/releases for the vibrations and rotations associated with the chemical reactions reveal the dissociation energies for heavy-particle-impact reactions. These are obtained using a non-preferential dissociation model [35]. The electron energy loss/release due to electron-impact dissociation and ionization is also considered.

The electric-field equation is derived from Maxwell’s equations and a generalized form of Ohm’s law:

\[
\nabla \cdot (\sigma \nabla \phi) = \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{\sigma}{en_e} \nabla p_e \right),
\]

(3)
where $\sigma$ represents the electric conductivity and $n_e$ represents the electron number density. The current-density vector is calculated using the electric potential and the electron pressure:

$$j = \sigma \left( -\nabla \phi + \frac{\sigma}{e n_e} \nabla p_e \right).$$

The electric field is defined as

$$E = -\nabla \phi.$$  

(5)

The Joule heating rate $S_{\text{joule}}$ is thus given by

$$S_{\text{joule}} = j \cdot E.$$  

(6)

The present study uses the Abe-Kondoh-Nagano (AKN) $k$-$\varepsilon$ model [36], which is a low-Reynolds-number two-equation turbulence model. The turbulence-transport equations include the turbulent kinetic energy ($k$) and its dissipation rate ($\varepsilon$).

We introduce the two following assumptions into the present radiation calculation: I) The effects of scattering are negligible, and II) the radiation field is independent of time. The radiation transport equation is calculated only in the radial direction of the cylindrical coordinate system [37]. To evaluate accurately the total radiative heat flux, it is necessary to integrate over a large number of wavelength points of $O(10^6)$ (line-by-line calculation). However, it is too computationally expensive to integrate iteratively the radiative heat flux over all the wavelengths. In the present study, therefore, we introduce the three-band radiation model developed by Sakai and Olejniczak [6, 8]. The wavelength-mean absorption coefficients and blackbody functions are evaluated \textit{a priori} by classification into one of the three bands, namely, the Planck, Rosseland and Gray-gas groups. The computational cost of the three-band radiation model is significantly lower than that of the line-by-line calculation.

2.2 Analysis Objects

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the constrictor-type and segmented-type arc heaters. The 20 kW KUWT consists of three components, namely, the inlet, the constrictor, and the nozzle section. The inlet part of the 20 kW KUWT is a convergence nozzle with a half angle of 45°. The length and diameter of the constrictor are 15.6 mm and 5.0 mm, respectively. The nozzle geometry is conical with a half angle of 15° and the nozzle-exit diameter is 100 mm. The cathode tip is located at the constrictor entrance. In the 750 kW JXWT, the constrictor section is approximately 390 mm in length and 25 mm in diameter, and the throat diameter is 5 mm. The nozzle of the 750 kW JXWT is conical with a half angle of 15° and the nozzle-exit diameter is 115 mm. The constrictor section of the 20 MW AHF is approximately 2300 mm in length and 60 mm in diameter. Its throat is 39 mm in diameter and 50 mm in length. The nozzle of the 20 MW AHF is also conical, with a half angle of 8°, and the nozzle-exit diameter is 304 mm. An arc discharge is generated on the cathode and attaches to the anode surface. The test gas injected subsonically into the inlet part is strongly heated by the arc discharge in the constrictor and expands through the nozzle. The high-enthalpy flow is then exhausted to the vacuum chamber in the tunnel system.

2.3 Boundary Conditions

The flow is subsonically injected at the inlets of the arc heaters. The static pressure at the inlet is extrapolated from the interior point, whereas the other flow properties are calculated...
from the specified total temperature and the mass-flow rate. At the nozzle exit, all the flow properties are determined by the zeroth extrapolation, because the flow is supersonic in most regions except for the boundary layer close to the nozzle wall. The non-slip condition for the velocity and the non-catalytic condition for the mass concentration are imposed at the electrode walls. There is assumed to be no pressure gradient normal to the wall. The wall temperature is determined by the radiative equilibrium equation. Note that, in this study, the wall temperature is controlled so that it remains below 1000 K. An axisymmetric condition is imposed along the symmetry axis.

No current is allowed to pass through the inlet or the nozzle exit. An equipotential condition is set at the electrode wall: \( V = 0 \) at the cathode surface, and \( V = V_0 \) at the anode surface. In the computational procedure, the arc voltage is determined so that the total current in the flow field is equal to the input current. That is, the arc voltage \( V^{n+1} \) at the \( (n+1) \)th time step can be calculated from the input current \( I \), the total current \( I^n \) in the flow field, and the arc voltage \( V^n \) at the \( n \)th step, which is expressed as \( V^{n+1} = V^n + \Delta V^n, \quad \Delta V^n = \omega \left( \frac{I^n}{I} - 1 \right) V^n \), where \( \omega \) is the relaxation parameter.

### 2.4 Calculation Conditions

In the present calculation, the input parameters for the 750 kW JXWT, 20 MW AHF, and 20 kW KUWT are the mass-flow rate (\( \dot{m} \)), the arc current (\( I \)), and the test gas. The test gas is air for the 750 kW JXWT and 20 MW AHF, whereas nitrogen is considered for the 20 kW KUWT.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively show the computational domains and grids system for the 750 kW JXWT and 20 kW KUWT, although the computational grid system for the 20 MW AHF is not shown here. Note that the grids of the 750 kW JXWT shown in Fig. 2(a) are partially omitted for clarity. The computational grid nodes are set to 265 (axial) \( \times \) 45 (radial) for the 750 kW JXWT and 250 (axial) \( \times \) 60 (radial) for the 20 MW AHF. The coordinate origin is set at the throat inlet on the center axis for both the 750 kW JXWT and the 20 MW AHF. In the 750 kW JXWT, the constrictor section is variable from 130 mm to 390 mm, because it is composed of assemblies of the segmented disks called “packs.” One pack consists of 13 disks and is 130 mm in length. In the present study, 2-pack and 3-pack
cases are numerically simulated. On the other hand, the computational grid nodes for the 20 kW KUWT are set to 155 (axial) × 55 (radial). The origin is located at the cathode tip \((x = 0 \text{ mm})\).

Figure 2: Computational domains and grids for 750 kW JXWT and 20 kW KUWT

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Arc-Heated Flow in Constrictor Section

3.1.1 Heat flux on constrictor wall

In the constrictor section, energy is input into the flow by the arc discharge. To predict an arc-jet in the vacuum chamber accurately, it is important to use a sufficiently detailed model and validate the plasma behavior, the energy cascade from the arc discharge to the flow field, and the energy loss by radiation and turbulence in the constrictor of the arc-heating facility. Hence, the predicted flow properties in the constrictor need to be compared with the measured properties. However, few experimental data have been collected to date because of the difficulties of measurement. The distribution of the electronic excitation temperature and the heat flux in the constrictor section were obtained recently by Mizuno et al. [18] using a custom segmented disk technique for the 750 kW JXWT. An observation window and a heat flux sensor were fixed on the custom segment. An optical fiber through the window was used to observe the emission spectra of the arc column. Radiation intensity of the atomic emission lines such as N and O was measured for determining the electronic excitation temperature by using the Boltzmann plot method. The heat flux sensor was used to measure the total heat flux that corresponded to the sum of the radiative and convective heat fluxes on the segmented wall. These measurements were performed for the 2-pack and 3-pack conditions of the 750 kW JXWT.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the electronic excitation temperature profiles on the segmented wall in the case of the 3-pack of the 750 kW JXWT. The dashed lines show the
experimental results, and the solid lines show the computational results. In the present calculation, the electronic excitation temperature is assumed to be equal to the electron temperature ($T_{ex} = T_e$). The electronic excitation temperature is slightly underestimated compared with the measured temperature. Although a qualitatively good agreement is shown, the computational results cannot reproduce the temperature increase found in the middle region ($x = -400$ to $-300$ mm) of the constrictor. As shown in the temperature profiles for each current condition (Fig. 3), the temperature in the arc column is insensitive to the Joule heating rate because most of the energy input by the discharge is spent on the chemical reactions. Hence, it is difficult to explain the large increase in temperature based on only the increase in the Joule heating rate. Because the flow velocity in the discharge section is low and the flow density is relatively high, the collision frequency between particles is high. As confirmed by the numerical predictions given in Ref. [13], the flow is close to the thermal equilibrium state in this JXWT case. However, it is possible that some peculiar nonequilibrium mechanism is present in the energy cascade process of the arc column brought about by the discharge. The energy generated by the discharge is first input into the electron excitation energy or the electron energy mode and then transferred to the rotational and vibrational energy modes. The translational energy mode is finally excited in the energy cascade process. Thus far, a multitemperature model has been developed using a considerable amount of experimental data from shock tube facilities. However, the energy-transfer process of this model is different from that in an arc-heating facility. Although, in the present chemical system, we take into account 11 species and 49 reactions for air, a relatively detailed discharge model, e.g., a state-to-state model [3], may need to be introduced.

Figure 3: Comparison of electronic excitation temperature in the constrictor of the 750 kW JXWT (3-pack)

The profiles of the total heat flux on the wall of the 750 kW JXWT in the case of $I = 500$ A and $\dot{m} = 10.0$ g/s are shown in Fig. 4. On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the experimental and computational results of the heat fluxes on the segmented wall in the case of the 2-pack condition of the 750 kW JXWT. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the computational results are considerably underestimated. This is the natural consequence of the results for the electronic excitation temperature. As mentioned earlier in the present section,
the electron temperature is high in the constrictor section. In general, the radiative heat flux \( (q_{\text{rad}}) \) is strongly affected by the temperature, and the radiation rapidly increases when the temperature exceeds 10000 K. As seen in Fig. 4, in the constrictor section, the radiative heat flux is dominant, whereas the convective heat flux \( (q_{\text{conv}}) \) becomes high in both the anode and the cathode chambers. As shown in Fig. 3, the electronic excitation temperature is underestimated in the constrictor section. This directly leads to the underestimation of the radiative heat flux. Of course, it is important to calculate accurately the heat flux on the wall for reproducing the energy loss in the arc-heated flow. If prediction of the electronic excitation temperature is improved in the future, the heat flux prediction will show considerably better agreement with the experimental results.

Figure 4: Axial profiles of total heat fluxes on the wall in the constrictor of the 750 kW JXWT (3-pack) in the case of \( I = 500 \text{ A} \) and \( \dot{m} = 10.0 \text{ g/s} \)

In the case of the present computational grids in the constrictor and nozzle for the 750 kW JXWT, the resolution is sufficient. On the other hand, the grids system in the cathode chamber appears to be relatively coarse for the RANS technique. Although discussion about the discharge behavior is mainly focused on electronic excitation temperature and radiative heat flux in the constrictor section, turbulence is an important mechanism in the transfer of heat and momentum in the cathode chamber and throat section. Thus, if more detailed investigation for turbulence is needed, calculations with a finer grid system are required.

### 3.1.2 Arc voltage

As shown in our previous research [13], the arc voltage is considerably underestimated in all the cases, and discrepancies of 300-400 V are observed in the case of the 750 kW JXWT, although the general trend of the predicted arc voltage for the total current or the mass-flow rate shows good agreement with the experimentally obtained relation. As shown in Fig. 4, the heat loss of the facility is mainly attributed to the radiative heat flux on the constrictor wall. In the present computation, the radiative heat flux appears to be underestimated, and hence, it is reasonable to assume that the heat loss is also underestimated. If the heat loss increases, the arc voltage consequently increases, and the computed current becomes equal
Figure 5: Comparison of total heat flux on the wall in the constrictor of the 750 kW JXWT (2-pack)

to the input current. Another major reason for the underestimation of the arc voltage is the electrical sheath on the electrode surfaces. This sheath causes a large potential drop [38]. Although the arc voltage correlates closely with the input energy, it is possible that the net energy in the flow field is insensitive to the discharge voltage. In fact, in the case of the 20 kW KUWT simulation [12], the flow enthalpy distribution at the nozzle exit showed a smaller difference between the computational results with/without the radiation model, although the predicted arc voltage and the impact pressure were improved.

In the simulations of the 20 MW AHF case [13], it was reported that the calculated voltage tends to increase with an increase in the mass-flow rate, whereas it is insensitive to a change in the electric current. As in the 750 kW JXWT case, in the 20 MW AHF case, the calculated arc voltage is underestimated compared with the measured voltage by approximately 500-1000 V.

In the 20 kW KUWT case, because the arc column is highly confined by the cold gas for a relatively high mass-flow rate, the radius of the arc column decreases. A small high-temperature region causes a decrease in the electric conductivity. Thus, as the mass-flow rate increases, the arc voltage also increases. In Ref. [12], it was reported that the predicted arc voltage is considerably lower than the measured arc voltage in all the cases. This is expected to be attributed to the electrical sheath on the electrode surface. In fact, a potential drop of approximately 10 V has been reported in the numerical simulations of a hydrogen arcjet [39,40].

3.2 Free-Jet Properties in Vacuum Chamber

3.2.1 Enthalpy

In the case of the 750 kW JXWT, as shown in the previous study [13], the computational results of the flow enthalpy at the nozzle exit generally reproduced the trend shown in the experimental data, although the numerical predictions contained some underestimations. The flow enthalpy and the arc voltage appear to correlate strongly with each other at a
constant current. However, the results show that the discrepancies between the measured and computed flow enthalpies were relatively small, whereas those for the arc voltage were large. Based on the results of the flow enthalpy, the net energy input into the flow field in the facility was expected to be predicted accurately by the present analysis model. Hence, in the present model, it is possible that the remaining energy that was never input into the gas (e.g., potential drop near the electrodes and the heat loss on the wall) was inaccurately predicted. From this point of view, it is reasonable to conclude that the computed radiative heat flux on the wall strongly underestimates the measured radiative heat flux, as shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand, the computational results for the mass-averaged enthalpy show good agreement with the experimental data under various operating conditions in the case of the 20 MW AHF [13].

Comparisons of the impact pressure and heat flux at the stagnation point of a probe are shown in Ref. [13]. It was confirmed in that study that the computational results quantitatively agreed with the experimental data, although they are slightly overestimated compared with the measured results under the condition of a low mass-flow rate. Both the pressure and the heat flux correlates with the local flow enthalpy, according to work by Pope [41]. Our results indicate that the present analytical model is able to reproduce the enthalpy of a free jet for various types of arc heaters.

### 3.2.2 Temperatures

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the rotational temperature 60 mm downstream from the nozzle exit in the 750 kW JXWT under several current conditions. The experimental data [14] were obtained by spectroscopic analysis of molecular band emission. The rotational temperature was determined by obtaining nitric oxide (NO)-band spectra (i.e., \(\delta(0,1)\), \(\delta(0,2)\), \(\delta(0,3)\), \(\gamma(0,0)\), and \(\gamma(0,1)\)). Comparison of the rotational temperature shows quantitatively good agreement. It is confirmed that the temperatures are completely separated and that the plasma flow is strong at thermal nonequilibrium. The electron temperature decreases with an increase in the input current. Under the high-current condition, the arc-heated flow tends to contain many ion species and electrons because of severe dissociation and ionization in the constrictor section. As the number of electrons increases, the internal energy transfer between the electron energy and the other energy modes proceeds rapidly. Consequently, the electron temperature tends to be equilibrated with the temperatures of the other internal energy modes.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the radial distribution of the translational temperature 357 mm downstream from the nozzle exit in the 20 MW AHF when \(I = 1160\) A and \(\dot{m} = 100\) g/s. The experimental data were obtained using the LIF technique [17]. The computational results for the translational temperature show good agreement with the experimental data in the 20 MW AHF case, although slight underestimations were observed in the calculated temperature.

In the case of the 20 kW KUWT, a spectroscopic measurement was conducted, and NO-band spectra in the wavelength range of 230-260 nm were obtained from Ref. [2]. Moreover, the NO rotational temperatures were identified using a curve-fitting method for the NO \(\gamma(0,1)\) spectra with SPRADIAN [42] to calculate the spectral lines. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the rotational temperature at the nozzle exit. The predicted translational, vibrational, and electron temperatures are also included in this figure. The predicted rotational temperature shows qualitative agreement, although a 30% overestimation was observed at a high current. Comparing the cases of the 750 kW JXWT and the 20 MW AHF, the relaxation time between
the translational and rotational energy modes slows because of low density and high velocity in the nozzle section of the 20 kW KUWT. The rotational energy is supplied with chemical energy by the recombination reaction of atomic molecules (reverse reaction of heavy-particle impact dissociation) in the expansion process, and the rotational temperature increases. In the present calculations, this mechanism is expressed with the non-preferential model, which is relatively simple and has low-computational cost. To reduce the error in the case of the 20 kW KUWT, a more detailed model may need to be introduced.

Figure 6: Comparison of rotational temperature 60 mm downstream from the nozzle exit of the 750 kW JXWT in the case of $\dot{m} = 10.0$ g/s

Figure 7: Comparison of translational temperature 357 mm downstream from the nozzle exit of the 20 MW AHF in the case of $I = 1160$ A and $\dot{m} = 100$ g/s
3.2.3 Number density

A radial profile comparison of the density of atomic nitrogen 100 mm downstream from the nozzle exit in the 750 kW JXWT is shown in Fig. 9. The mass-flow rate was set to 10.0 g/s for both of the current conditions of $I = 300$ A and $I = 700$ A. The experimental data were obtained by the LIF technique [16, 43]. The computational results of the low-current condition show good agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the radial distribution of the number density of atomic nitrogen 357 mm downstream from the nozzle exit in the 20 MW AHF when $I = 1160$ A and $\dot{m} = 100$ g/s [17]. In the core-flow region near the centerline ($y = 0$ mm), the predicted number density shows good agreement with the experimental data, whereas the predicted number density outside the core decreases to less than the measured number density. In the present calculation, it is possible that the mass diffusion in the radial direction is not as active as that in the real world.

In the constrictor section of large-scale arc heaters such as the 750 kW JXWT and the 20 MW AHF, turbulence plays a significant role. The momentum and heat transfer mechanisms caused by turbulence are considered here, whereas the turbulent mass transfer is not introduced in this model. Moreover, it is possible that the contributions of the rarefied gas effects in the vacuum chamber have a significant influence on the formation of the flow property distributions; here, for the sake of simplicity, the flow is assumed to be continuous. In the present study, a relatively simple model of a chemical reaction system is used, and the effect of the electronically metastable states of atoms and molecules is neglected. As discussed in Refs. [44, 45], the behavior of the chemical reaction could change if the electronically metastable states of molecules and atoms are considered. In the present calculations, thermal equilibrium between the electron energy and electronic excitation energy modes is assumed, whereas this approximation may be insufficient for the freejet in the vacuum chamber. For simplicity and to reduce computational cost, we neglected the contribution of electronically metastable states and then considered 11 species and 49 reactions in the present chemical reaction system [25]. A more detailed discussion of this issue is left for future studies.
Figure 9: Comparison of number density of atomic nitrogen 100 mm downstream from the nozzle exit in the 750 kW JXWT in the cases of $I = 300$ A and $\dot{m} = 10.0$ g/s and $I = 700$ A and $\dot{m} = 10.0$ g/s

Figure 10: Comparison of number density of atomic nitrogen 357 mm downstream from the nozzle exit in the 20 MW AHF for the case of $I = 1160$ A and $\dot{m} = 100$ g/s

4 Conclusions

Numerical simulations of plasma flows were performed for three types of arc-heating facilities, namely, the JAXA 750 kW arc-heated wind tunnel (JXWT), the NASA 20 MW aerodynamic heating facility (AHF) and the Kyushu University 20 kW arc-heated wind tunnel (KUWT). To validate the present numerical model, the calculated data were compared with the experimental data, which included the mass-averaged enthalpy, the translational and rotational temperatures, and the number density of atomic nitrogen. Moreover, the present discharge
model was validated using the measured profiles of the electronic excitation temperature and the heat flux on the segmented wall in the constrictor of the 750 kW JXWT. Through these comparisons, the arc-heated flow behaviors of the abovementioned arc-heating facilities were discussed in detail. Good agreement with the experimental data was generally obtained, and the present model may appropriately predict the free-jet properties. Thus, an integration analysis model was developed to simulate the arc-heated flow fields for various-scale facilities.

On the other hand, the calculated number density of atomic nitrogen was underestimated in the outer region of the core flow. A mass diffusion mechanism may be present in the radial direction that is not considered here, such as a strong turbulent mass transfer in the constrictor section and/or rarefied gas effects in the vacuum chamber. Moreover, in the case of the 20 kW KUWT, the predicted rotational temperature in the vacuum chamber overestimated the measured temperature at high current. The predicted electronic excitation temperature and the heat flux in the constrictor section of the 750 kW JXWT were underestimated compared with the measured electronic excitation temperature and heat flux, although qualitatively good agreements were found. It was clarified that, in order to describe the energy-transfer mechanism by discharge and expansion, more detailed discharge models may be required. The possible contributions of such a model may need to be examined to develop the calculation further in future research.
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